
FENOC Perry Nuclear Power Station

%10 Center Road
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company Perry, Ohio 44081

Barry S. Allen 440-280-5382
Vice President Fax: 440-280-8029

September 5, 2007
PY-CEI/NRR-3056L

ATTN: Document Control Desk
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Number 50-440
License Number NPF-58

Subject: License Amendment Request to Revise Technical Specification 3.6.1,
3.6.4, and 3.6.5 for Containment and Drywell Isolation Device

Ladies and Gentlemen:

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating
Company (FENOC) hereby requests Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) review
and approval of a license amendment to the Technical Specifications (TS) for the
Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP).

The proposed amendment would revise Technical Specifications 3.6.1, 3.6.4, and
3.6.5 to relax the position verification requirements for primary containment isolation
devices, secondary containment isolation devices, and drywell isolation devices that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured. These changes are based on TS Task
Force (TSTF) change traveler TSTF-45 (Revision 2) and TSTF-269 (Revision 2),
which have been approved generically for the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434 (BWR/6). The enclosure provides the
evaluation for the proposed amendment.

Approval of the license amendment is requested prior to August 29, 2008, with the
amendment to be implemented within 120 days following its effective date.

There are no regulatory commitments included in this submittal. If there are any questions
or if additional information is required, please contact Mr. Thomas A. Lentz, Manager -

FENOC Fleet Licensing, at (330) 761-6071.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
September 5, 2007.

Barry S. Allen

Enclosure 1: Perry Nuclear Power Plant Evaluation for a Proposed License
Amendment to Revise Technical Specification 3.6.1, 3.6.4, and 3.6.5
for Primary Containment, Secondary Containment, and Drywell
Isolation Devices.

cc: NRC Project Manager
NRC Resident Inspector
NRC Region III
State of Ohio
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1.0 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The proposed license amendment revises the Operating License for the Perry
Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP), License Number NPF-58 Technical Specifications (TS)
3.6.1, 3.6.4, and 3.6.5. This amendment would exempt primary containment,
secondary containment, and drywell isolation devices that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured from Surveillance Requirements (SR) that require position
verification. Additionally, the associated actions of Technical Specification 3.6.1,
3.6.4, and 3.6.5 for penetration flow paths would be revised to allow administrative
verification of primary containment, secondary containment, and drywell isolation
devices that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured. The proposed amendment is
based on generically approved changes through NRC and industry approval of TS
Task Force (TSTF) change travelers TSTF-45 and TSTF-269.

2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The changes are based on TSTF-45 (Revision 2) and TSTF-269 (Revision 2), which
have been approved generically for the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434 (BWR/6). The TS impacted by TSTF-45 and
TSTF-269 are 3.6.1.3, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)," 3.6.4.2,
"Secondary Containment Isolation Valves (SClVs)," and 3.6.5.3, "Drywell Isolation
Valves." Incorporating these changes at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP) will
provide dose savings by allowing containment and drywell isolation devices to be
exempted from verification for applicable surveillance requirements and verified
through administrative means for the related required actions.

The requested changes based on TSTF-45 would modify SRs 3.6.1.3.3, 3.6.1.3.4,
3.6.4.2.1, and 3.6.5.3.3. Each of these SRs currently contains the following
requirements:

SR 3.6.1.3.3

Verify each primary containment isolation manual valve and blind
flange that is located outside primary containment, drywell, and steam
tunnel and is required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.

SR 3.6.1.3.4

Verify each primary containment isolation manual valve and blind
flange that is located inside primary containment, drywell, or steam
tunnel and is required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.
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SR 3.6.4.2.1

Verify each secondary containment isolation manual valve and blind
flange that is required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.

SR 3.6.5.3.3

Verify each drywell isolation manual valve and blind flange that is
required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.

Upon implementing the proposed amendment, the aforementioned SRs would state:

Verify each.. .manual valve and blind flange that is.. .not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured and is required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed.

The requested changes based on TSTF-269 would modify TS 3.6.1.3, Required
Actions A.2 and D.2, TS 3.6.4.2, Required Action A.2, and TS 3.6.5.3, Required
Action A.2 to allow administrative verification of isolation devices that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured. The change would be implemented by adding a
second note to each required action to read as follows:

Isolation devices that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured may be
verified by use of administrative means.

Marked-up pages of the affected TSs are provided in Attachment 1. The associated
TS Bases will be revised to address the changes made in the TSs in accordance
with the TS Bases Control Program. A marked-up copy of the affected TS Bases
pages is provided in Attachment 2 for information only. Attachment 3 contains typed
copies of the affected TSs with the requested changes included.

No deviations exist between TSTF-45 and the proposed amendment for the PNPP
TSs. A minor deviation from TSTF-269 exists as TSTF-269 includes a note added to
TS 3.6.1.3 Required Action C.2, which is not applicable to the PNPP TSs. When
initially evaluating improved standard TSs for implementation at the PNPP, the
decision was made with regards TS 3.6.1.3 to implement more conservative
completion time requirements for penetration flow paths containing only one PCIV
with one PCIV inoperable. This allowed the Condition C requirements for penetration
flow paths with one PCIV to be identical to the Condition A requirements for
penetration flow paths with two PCIVs. Subsequently, Condition C was not
incorporated into PNPP TSs, and Condition A was modified to allow for penetration
flow paths with one or two PCIVs. Therefore, addition of the note for Required Action
C.2, as specified in TSTF-269, is not required for the PNPP TSs.
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Because NUREG-1434 TS 3.6.1.3 Condition C is not incorporated into the PNPP
TSs, successive conditions are moved up one in the order. With Condition E in
NUREG-1434 becoming Condition D in PNPP TSs, the note added to Required
Action E.2 in TSTF-269 becomes a note added to Required Action D.2 for the PNPP
proposed change.

In summary, the requested amendment would implement changes to the verification
requirements for locked, sealed, or otherwise secured containment and drywell
isolation devices. The proposed changes are based on TSTF-45 and TSTF-269,
which were previously approved by the NRC. The associated TS Bases would be
revised to describe the changes made in the TSs.

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

Changes proposed by this amendment request are consistent with other SRs that
ensure isolation devices are in the correct position (e.g. SR 3.1.7.6 for standby liquid
control valves and SR 3.5.3.2 for reactor core isolation cooling valves). These other
surveillance requirements also exclude valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
.secured. This is acceptable because the intent of locking, sealing, or otherwise
securing the isolation device in the correct position is to ensure the isolation device is
not inadvertently repositioned.

Approval of the-requested amendment will allow isolation devices that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured to be verified by administrative means. It is sufficient to
assume that the initial establishment of component status (e.g. isolation valves
closed) was performed correctly. Subsequent verification ensures the component
has not been inadvertently repositioned. Given that the intent of locking, sealing, or
securing is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent repositioning, the periodic
re-verification should only be a verification of the administrative control that ensures
that the component remains in the required state. It would be inappropriate to
remove the lock, seal, or other means of securing the component solely to perform
an active verification of the required state.

4.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1 NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) has evaluated whether
or not a significant hazards consideration is involved withthe proposed
amendment by focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92,
"Issuance of amendment," as discussed below:
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1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change will revise the position verification requirements for
manual containment and drywell isolation devices that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the closed position. Revising the
verification requirements will not introduce any physical changes or result
in the equipment being operated in a new or different manner. All
systems, structures, and components previously required for mitigation of
a transient remain capable of performing their designed functions.
Furthermore, although the proposed change would revise the position
verification requirements, no physical change is being made to the
assumed position of the valves for accident analysis. Therefore, this
change does not involve a significant increase to the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

No new accident scenarios or failure mechanisms are introduced as a
result of this proposed change. The proposed amendment would revise
the position verification requirements but not alter any valve positions.
With no changes to the plant lineup, no new or different accidents are
possible. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Response: No.

The proposed amendment revises the position verification requirements
for manual containment and drywell isolation valves that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the closed position. The revised position
verification requirements have no adverse effects on any safety-related
system or component and do not challenge the performance or integrity
of any safety-related system. Additionally, position verification does not
alter the actual valve positions, introduce any physical changes, or
reduce the ability of the valve to control leakage rates during design
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basis radiological accidents. Therefore, the proposed amendment does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Based on the above, FENOC concludes that the proposed amendment does
not involve a significant hazards consideration for the PNPP under the
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and, accordingly, a finding of "no
significant hazards consideration" is justified.

4.2 APPLICABLE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS/CRITERIA

Per General Design Criterion 16, "Containment Design," reactor containment
and associated systems shall be provided to establish an essentially leak-
tight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment and to assure that the containment design conditions important
to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated accident conditions
require.

Per General Design Criterion 50, "Containment Design Basis," the reactor
containment structure, including access openings, penetrations and the
containment heat removal system shall be designed so that the containment
structure and its internal compartments can accommodate, without
exceeding the design leakage rate and, with sufficient margin, the calculated
pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any loss-of-coolant
accident.

Per General Design Criterion 54, "Piping Systems Penetrating Containment,"
piping systems penetrating primary reactor containment shall be provided
with leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities having
redundancy, reliability, and performance capabilities which reflect the
importance to safety of isolating these piping systems. Such piping systems
shall be designed with a capability to test periodically the operability of the
isolation valves and associated apparatus and to determine if valve leakage
is within acceptable limits.

Per General Design Criterion 56, "Primary Containment Isolation," isolation
provisions must be provided for lines that connect directly to the containment
atmosphere and which penetrate primary reactor containment unless it can
be demonstrated that the isolation provisions for a specific class of lines are
acceptable on some other defined basis.

Following a high energy line rupture inside the drywell, the drywell design
routes steam through the suppression pool, which condenses the steam and
reduces the pressure transient impacting the containment boundary. Drywell
design considerations reduce leakage from the drywell to the containment
that would bypass the condensing effects of the suppression pool. Drywell
and containment design considerations are sufficient to meet the general
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design criteria. Incorporating the proposed amendment does not introduce
any physical changes to the isolation devices or cause the isolation devices
to be operated in a different manner. The proposed position verification
requirements will not have an adverse impact on compliance with the
aforementioned GDCs. Therefore, incorporating the proposed amendment
will not alter the function or integrity of any drywell or containment isolation
device.

Containment and drywell design functions are necessary to maintain
compliance with 10 CFR 100 for design accident dose limits. The proposed
amendment does not alter the position for any isolation device or change the
functionality of any isolation device. Therefore, the proposed amendment
does not impact any regulatory requirements or criteria.

4.3 PRECEDENT

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS) Unit Nos. 2 and 3
(Amendment 259 and 262, issued 5/10/06) had approved license
amendment requests that included TSTF-45 and TSTF-269 changes. The
Exelon request for PBAPS' amendment was different from this request as
additional TSTF approved changes were also submitted. Also, PNPP is a
BWR/6 while PBAPS is a BWR/4. The approved TSTF changes for BWR/6
plants included changes to the drywell isolation valve TSs that were not part
of the approved TSTF changes for BWR/4 plants. Although differences exist
between this amendment request and the amendments approved for the
PBAPS, the basis for the request remains the same. As evaluated in TSTF-
45 and TSTF-269 and included in the PBAPS request, the act of locking,
sealing, or otherwise securing the isolation device is considered sufficient to
prevent inadvertent repositioning of the device. Therefore, the
aforementioned precedent is relevant to this request.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and (3) the
issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and
security or to the health and safety of the public.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

A review has determined that the proposed amendment would change a
requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility component located
within the restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or would change an
inspection or surveillance requirement. However, the proposed amendment does
not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the
types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released
offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility
criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore,
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or
environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed
amendment.

6.0 REFERENCES

1. NRC Approval Letter to Exelon Nuclear, Technical Specification Amendment Nos.
259 and 262, May 10, 2006.

2. NUREG-1434, Standard Technical Specifications General Electric Plants, BWR/6,
Rev. 3, published June 2004.

3. TSTF-45, Revision 2, "Exempt verification of CIVs that are not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured," Approved July 26, 1999.

4. TSTF-269, Revision 2, "Allow administrative means of position verification for
locked or sealed valves," Approved July 27, 1999.
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PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES

(MARK-UP)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1..3 Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)

LCD 3.6.1.3

APPLICABILITY:

Each PCIV, except containment vacuum breakers, shall be

OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3,
When associated instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE

per LCO 3.3.6.1, Primary Containment and Drywell
Isolation Instrumentation."

ACTIONS

--- NOTES •-----------
1. Penetration flow paths except for the inboard 42 inch purge valve

penetration flow paths may be unisolated intermittently under
administrative controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made
inoperable by PCIVs.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCD 3.6.1.1, "Primary
Containment-Operating,' when PCIV leakage results in exceeding overall
containment leakage rate acceptance criteria in NODES 1, 2, and 3.

-------- ------------ -------------- -------------

CONITONREQUIRED AC-TION 'COMPLETION TIME

A.- Oni or m're A. 1 lsolate the affected 4 hours except
penetration flow paths piietrd'toh, floe p.th for matn steam
with one PCIV by use of at least lIlneie
inoperable except due. one closed and de-
to leakage not within activated automatic AND
limit. valve, closed manual

valve, blind flange, *8 hours. for main
or check valve with steam line
flow through the
valve secured.

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-9 Amendment No. 69

/I/o cAajil-e5 f-a -#/A5 1',qe.
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PCIVs
3,6.1.3

Af¶lkt~
IQ. I AUJ1~ 

I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2-- --------NOTE7------
(@-solation devices in

high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative

eans.
------ ---------------

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
is isolated.

dye~ lvukdlswldýa

'174'rwaje xeev
pmqy he Verified by

Once per 31 days
for isolation
devices outside
primary
containment,
drywell, and
steam tunnel

Prior to
entering MODE 2
or 3 from
MODE 4, if not
performed within
the previous
92 days, for
isolation
devices inside
primary
containment,
drywell, or
steam tunnel

B. One or more 9.1 Isolate the affected 1 hour

penetration flow paths penetration flow path

with two PCIVs by use of at least

inoperable except due one closed and de-

to leakage not within activated automatic

limit, valve, closed manual
valve, or blind
flange.

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-10 Amendment No. 69
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PCIVS
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more C.1 Restore leak-age rate 4 hours
penetration flow paths to within limit.
with leakage rate
not. w.thin ltim;t,
except for purge valve
leakage.,

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-II Amendment No. 69

Alt' cAanyei 7~O IA;x1~~yc1
ffIcVk co47~eA'7
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIREY ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. One or more D.1 Isolate the affected 24 hours
penetration flow paths penetration flow path
with one or more by use of at least
primary containment one closed and de-
purge valves not activated automatic
within purge valve valve, closed manual
leakage limits, valve, or blind

flange.

ANIQ

D.2- ----------- NOT- -
5I-Isolatton devices in

high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative
means.

Verify the affected Once per 31 days

penetration flow path for isolation
Iis isolated. devices outside

Z' sola-;74primary

containment
ae lockedor or

&,Aerwlkf' 5-ove
mnay he verilAed jy

L~feof dp,;hfvtvc Prior to
entering MODE 2
or 3 from MODE 4
if not performed
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside
primary
containment

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-12 Amendment No. 69
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

P__ICNS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) D.3 Perform SR 3.6..3,.6 Once per .92 days
for the resilient
seal purge valves
close d to comply with
Required Action DA!.

E., Requi red. 'Acti-o, and iE. Be In MODE .3. 12 hours
associ-at.r•d lietibon.Ti. .. bf•.n.d -.A, ,tTieOf C nc tionlA ~
B:, C., o -tme. n
.ODE 2; o..... E.2 :Be .i MODE 4., G3 hours.

F. Re.q..d. .At,. S--pend oement " . e ,,. ,
_001 

.
qr y

.sgo td revent .rqI.te
•~ ., ,,"; I n met.
for: p .•.V.(s)i. requlre , pr" ' .......... eJ~. ""

t~o• be .lP,:ERA 'E du. "
i f• • :rudfa. : ,. e

.as•nI~es-ifn 'the
primary eontaifnment.,

(continued)

PERY-jWIT 1 3.6-13 Amr~dTet tb. 102

MVoýAa e5-7 . 1A15/,C

e~Ca 6 LfeX-7,
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

(LF C aS(cntnued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. Required Action.and G.1 Initiate-action to. Immediatelyassoci ated Comp~letilon suspend' OPDRVs.
Time. of Condi~tlon A,

B. C. or U not. met DRfor PCIV(s) equired
to. be OPERALE:during, G:.2 Initiate action- to .immediately

E•,.• 4or-5.or during restore val-ve(s) to
opea-tliop),s Wt a OPERABLE sta!tus.
pehti8V for.

,irami"g.the.p .e•or

V e se O- R s... .. .. . ', "•

I

PERY -UUT I 3.6-14 kAKT&&e N. 102

442 chaye5 -oKlc
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURYVI-LLANCE REQUtREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.2 ----------------- NOTE ------------------
Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

Verify each inboard 42 inch primary 31 days
containment purge valve Is sealed -closed
except for one purge valve in a
penetration flow path while in
Condition D of this LCO.

SR 3.6.1.3.2 -------------- NOTES ------------------
1. Only required to be met in MODES 1,

2, and 3.

2. Not required to be met when the 18
inch or outboard 42 inch primary
containment purge valves are open. for
pressure control, ALARA or air
quality considerations for personnel
entry, or Surveillances or special
testing on the purge system that
require the valves to be open.

Verify each 18 inch and outboard 42 inch 31 days
primary containment purge valve is
closed.

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-15 Amendment No. 69

.Ire,
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.3 -NOTES -------- ----
. OnIy. required to be met in MODES 1. 2.and 3.

2. Valves and blind flanges in high
radiation areas may be verified by use
of administrative means.

3. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under administrative
controls.

Verify each priry containment isolation 31 days
and i lo , manua valve and blind flange that Is
.5ek2Iedlof ofe,;is C located outside primary containment.

drywell. and steam tunnel and is required
to De closed during accident conditions is
closed.

(continued)

PER 

UI

3.6-16 Amendment No. 100

I
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FRECJENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.4 - ----------------- NOTES ------------------
1. Onl( required to be met in MODES 1, 2,

and3.

0

2. Valves and blind flanges in high
radiation areas may be verified by use
of administrative means.

3. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under administrative
controls.

4. Not required to be met for the
Inclined Fuel Transfer System (IFTS)
penetration when the associated
primary containment blind flange is
removed, provided that the Fuel
Handling Building Fuel Transfer Pool
water level Is maintained k 40'. the
upper containment pool water level is
k 22 ft 9 inches above the reactor
pressure vessel flange and the
suppression pool water level is.
maintained at z 17 ft 11.7 inches. the
fuel transfer and storage pool supply
isolation valve Is closed, the upper
pool IFTS gate is installed and the
IFTS transfer tube drain valve remains
closed. The IFTS transfer tube drain
valve may be opened under
administrative controls. Removal of
the IFTS blind flange shall not exceed
60 days per cycle while In MODES 1. 2.
or 3.

Verify each primary containment isolation•Gndlt/~e manual valve and blind flnethat Is
andb aIn ge"located inside primary containment,.

cW/C'eAr ke " dr 11. or steam tunne nd is required
o ur ng accident conditions is

Prior to
entering
MODE 2 or 3
from MODE 4.
if not
performed
within the
previous92 days

I

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-16a. Amendment No. 123
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.5 Verify the isolation time of each power In accordance
operated and each autonwtic PCIV. except wIth the.
IISIVs.Is within limits. InseryiUce

Testing -Program

SR 3.6.1.1.65 ,-~-- -Onhl reui red obe: met in MODES 1. 2.

Perform 1 eakap, rate tet. ng for;,each 1 dys
prMiM ry contai Nret purge' vaiýie with.
resilient seals. AND

Once within
92 days after
opening the
valve

SR Verity- the Is 01ation. tlme O'f -0601 tSfl is liacw M~aj'1c6
" .~seo~"d~e~0 d e -,h t

SR 3.6.1.3.8 Verify eac-h automv•in c PCIV actuates to the Ž4 montths
i.solation position on an actual' or
simul'ated isolation signal.

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.6-17 Amendment No.115

N4o cAaneflý 7-6- '.ýde

Pro &6/ea 1e Or' C04TeK1-t
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3.6.1.3
MSVULA\U REQUIMEO (continued)

SURVEILLMICEE FREQUENCY

SR" .6.1.3.9 ------------------ NOTES -------------
I. Only required to., be met in MODES 1. 2.

and. 3.

2. Main Steam Line leakage! ls not
include...

16fri f. fttecoflbbd leak~ge rate, f-6r all naTodr
.. co.iriden1 6.yas ek-age pbths ith T....

v • 0 . .4 .. "•.1mary

.. ". -. . . i..3 . 1,,6

f, 46 ., ~ 1n•.. . . 2. Ad..,. .

Only req~if ~ to :' me nNOE 2 -

3.

Verify leakage rate through each main In accordance
steam line Is ; 100 scfh when.tested at with the.

P, and the total leatsgeralte through Priina.',
all four main steam lins..9.. l. COhtq1KMet

250 scfh. when tested: t. P4.. Leatage .Rate
Testing
Progrinam

(continued).
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (contirued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.11 ------------------ NOTE ------------ .------
1. Only required to be met in MODES I. 2.

and 3.

2. Feedwater lines are excluded.
--. .---- .------- .-.----- ......-------- ....---

Verify combined leakage rate of I gpm times In accordance
the total number of PCIVs through with the
hydrostatically tested lines that penetrate Primary
the primary containment is not exceeded Containment
when these Isolation valves are tested at Leakage Rate
S1.1 P,.. Testing Program

SR 3..6.1.3.12 ------------------ NOTE- ------------------
Only required to be met in MODES 1.
2. and 3.

Verify each outboard 42 inch primary 24 months
containment purge valve is blocked to
restrict the valve from-open•n,>-O._..

SR 3.6.1.3.13 ------------------ NOTE''
Not required to be met when th]e 1 .ckup
Hydrogen Purge System tsolat.•on va,•, are
open for pressure control ALARA, or air
quality considerations ford p-rsbnnre entry..
or Surveillances or sp'cia-l"tsting of the
Backup hydrogen Purge 5ystefi that require
the valves to be open.

Verify each 2 inch Backup Hydrogen Purge 31 days
System isolation valve. is closed.

PERRY - UNIT 1 3.6-19 Amendment No. 115
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

3,6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.4.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Valves (SCIVs)

LCO 3.6.4.2

APPLICABILITY:

Each SCIV shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1. 2,'and 3,
During movement of recently irradiated fuei assemblies in the

primary containment,
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor

vessel (OPDRVs).

ACTIONS

------------------------- NOTES---------------------------------
1. Penetration flow paths may be unisolated intermittently under administrative

controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperableby SCM~.
---------- ------------------------------------------------

• .CO .10 T-1
.... ....... ..--, .. ...... .. - -. -'I". ... ; ..... ...... . . ....... '. .

A. 0 -o'r imorm. Aei Is61te t•,aeff•te -8 hours

. .oper.abl . one ,sdflu.1
vare oo ,-iniedfqlange.

(continued)
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

ACT1OR&S -

COMMI~ON
- " . .. . I

A. (,•eonti2nlc)

•..... -, .ifet .,: .. eg . .. . '

: i i

REWUIRED ACTION

A.2

high rad-atift b".r-as

ýuse-o 4~Mt~v
mans.

'penetrat -00. -. 0.74.0I
11:i A~I~

CO . PLETION TI.ME

nieI p•r 31,44y

Im I I III I
!;., r :.: 'n..

Oii~ ~ppIirc'1 Btos

pw~rii~n,~lpor l~

* 5

,i

b;1

Ai aug:

4~ hours

P, 7jl h .ut

'i (c'Itinued)

(continued)
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

AMMl (Omtred)

CONDITON REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D.1 Suspend movement of uInedi ately
Dv Requred..Action and recently i.rradiated

associated Completion fuel assemblits in'
Time of 'Condltjorý A the primary
or. Piet. durlng containment.
movement of recently
i~rradiated-fuel "
ass1.i Ties 1in the
primry -onta.m0ent, 0.2 Initlitte action to I iedl totly
or dr ..g.. .O.RVs.. , suspend OPDRVs.

-SUP"'A .PF.tA" .- SSURVETIA~~~~~ ~GE VtC.Rf~fFPtS________

SR 31.6.4.2..1 1. v•!y n • llnci fl ange tinhgh

jj~~~e or ~dit 1 _6:W~v ans.

2. Ndt j,6qufed to: be jt, forI SCJrVs
that are open underadministrative
controls.

E 11 .tI )j,9C cc Veri ifea-ch V~edphdar-y conitairment./ t ( fol-afi- wrll" Weva]ve 0rdrb lM . flange
'? ~~that i - eqUlr'id to be's" cbs p

5echrew ed drin.eo rc l aJiacc .en .on...... si...... .. .

31 days

PERRY- LNIT I 3.6-55 Amndfert Nb. 102
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Drywell Isolation Valves
3.6.5.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.5.3 Drywell Isolation Valves

LCO 3.6.5.3 Each drywell isolation valve, except for Drywell Vacuum
Relief System valves, shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

----- .-------------.. ....------------ NOTES ------ --------------------------
I. Penetration flow paths, except for the 24 inch and 36 inch purge supply

and exhaust valve penetration flow path. may be unisolated intermittently
under administrative controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made
inoperable by drywell Isolation valves.

303 9R~ PCTFO OOILUT ThIME

A.. On br Obive A, I sol0 the a Tedt $: 8Q'rS
wih Ve ,S - f of-tJa. T

.i so ,,at'_i,"."le one co..•ed -and, de;-
"~ope1a]e. - ":actfvate aut omicvaiver, .clos•d hanu.!

valve;, b•lrid fl'ange,
or che•• 'valve with
flow through the
va lve. secured.

AND

(continued)

PERRY - UNIT i
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Drywell Isolation Valves
3.6.5.3

ACTIONS

.CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued)

t.f/
4o&rotherwhdd (redO(d
mray;. b1e vr;ed 4f

y he

mflfan%*

A.2 NOTE .
0D--Isolatior, devices in

high radiation areas
may be verified by
use of administrative
4 eans.

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
is isolated..

Prior to
entering MODE 2
or 3 from
MODE 4, if not
performed within
the previous
92 days

0. One or more 8.1 Isolate.the affected 4 hours
penetration flow paths penetration flow path
with two drywell by use of at least
isolation valves one closed and de-
inoperable. activated automatic

valve, closed manual
Valve, blind flange.
or check valve with
flow through the
valve secured.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MN

C.2 Be In MODE 4. 36 hours

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-66 Amendment No. 85
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Drywell Isolation Valves
3.6.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.5.3.1 Verify each 24 inch and 36 inch drywell 31 days
purge supply and exhaust isolation valve
is sealed closed.

SR 3.6.5.3.2 Deleted.

SR 3.6.5.3.3 ------------------ NOTES ------------------
1. Valves and blind flanges in high

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for drywell
isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls.

Verify each drywell isolation manual Prior to
valve and blind flange that i srequired entering MODE 2
to be closed during accident( bnditions or 3 from
is closed. . MODE 4. if not

~ J ~ rformed in
1O'/Cat~c f=1iecl rhe previous
v/o" a•d i ,/92 days

SR 3.6.5.3.4 Verify the isolation time of each poer In accordance
operated and each automatic drywel with the
isolation valve is within limits. Inservice

Testing
Program

SR 3.6.5.3.5 Verify each automatic drywell isolation 24 months
valve actuates to the isolation position
on an actual or. simulated isolation
signal.

PERRY - UNIT I 3.6-67 Amendment No. 115
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS penetrations and the fact that those penetrations exhaust
(continued) directly from the primary containment atmosphere to the

environment, the penetration flow paths containing these
valves may not be opened under administrative controls. A
single purge valve in a penetration flow path may be opened
to effect repairs to an inoperable valve, as allowed by the
exception to SR 3.6.1.3.1 and Note 2 to SR 3.6.1.3.2.

A second Note has been added to Provide clarification that.
for the purpose of this LCO. separate Condition entry is
allowed for each penetration flow path. This is acceptable.
since the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable PCIV.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued
operation. and subsequent inoperable PCIVs are governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated
Required Actions.

The ACTIONS are modified by Notes 3 and 4. These Notes
ensure appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary.
if the affected system(s) are rendered inoperable by an
inoperable PCIV (e.g.. an Emergency Core Cooling System
subsystem is inoperable due to a failed open test return
valve), or when the primary containment leakage limits are
exceeded In MODES 1. 2. and 3. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, these
ACTIONS are not required even when the-associated LCO is not
met. Therefore, Notes 3 and 4 are added to require the
proper actions to be taken.

The term "penetration" refers to piping/ductwork lines that
pass through the primary containment boundary: these lines
are isolable by PCIVs. This use of the term is separate and
distinct--from the Civil/Structural term "Penetration" used
to describe the larger opening that multiple lines may pass
through and whicfris sealed by welded steel plate or
environmentally qualified material everywhere except where
the lines pass through. When a PCIV becomes inoperable
within a line. and the Required Action directs the operator
to "isolate the affected penetration flowpath," the intent
is to isolate only the line with the inoperable PCIV. It is
not the intent to close off other lines that are unaffected
by the inoperable PCL-V.-.-

A.1 and A.2
With one or more penetration flow paths with one PCIV
inoperable except for inoperability due to leakage not
within a limit specified in an SR to this LCO. the affected.

(continued).
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.J1andA.2 (continued)

penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
isolation must-include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are
a closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve, a blind flange, and a PCIV check valve with flow
through the valve secured. For penetrations isolated in
accordance with Required Action A.1. the device u'sed to
isolate the penetration should be the closest one available
to the primary containment. The Required Action must be
completed within the 4 hour Completion Time (8 hours for
main steam lines). The specified time period of 4 hours is
reasonable considering the time required to isolate the
penetration and the relative importance of supporting
primary containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1. 2. and 3.
or main steam lines, an B hour Completion Time is allowed.

The Completion Time of 8 hours for the main steam lines
allows a period of time to restore-the MSIVs to OPERABLE
status given the fact that MSIV closure will result in
isolation of the main steam line(s) and a potential for
plant shutdown.

For affected penetrations that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A.1, the affected
penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis.. This is necessary to ensure that primary
containment penetrations required to be isolated following
an accident, and.no longer capable of being automatically
isolated, will be isolated should an event occur. This
Required-Action does not require any testing or isolation
device reanipu'iation. Rlather, It involves verlflcztlon that
those isolation devices outside primary containment.
drywell, and steam tunnel .and capable of being mispositioned
are in the correct position. The Completion Time for this
verification of *once per 31 days for isolation devices •
outside primary containment, drywell, and steam tunnel." is
appropriate because the isolation devices are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. For isolation devices inside primary
containment, drywell, or steam tunnel, the specified time
period of "prtor to entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4. if not
performed within the previous 92 days". is based on
engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS

Mete Z aIlie's-ý '9-
devi~ese +iiirc lockd
5C4calec/ a.t OthCYj,)5 ..S-'CLIV16d

iedevicef -t-o be v.eruf~ed

y rdee tie7 byedi rr4T ocieaf tinb

ctnifd~ev edaccyrobl/E&el sflr

selgpr JfCcr;fiA

A$af r Ase devi es5 are rc
iorAdeyaej 19 tea gto'4.

A.1 and A.2 (continued)

the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and the
existence of other administrative controls ensuring that
isolation device misalignment is unlikely I sibillty.
Required Action A.2 is modified by Not ? plies to
isolation devices located In high radiation areas and allows
them to be verified by use of administrative means.
Allowing verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment:
once they have been verified to be in the proper position,
is low.

.With one or more penetration flow paths with two PCIVs
inoperable except for inoperability due to leakage not
within a limit specified In an SR for this Specification.
either the inoperable PCIVs must be restored to OPERABLE
status or the affected penetration flow path must be
isolated within 1 hour. The method of isolation must
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.
Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed
manual valve, a closed and de-activated automatic valve,
and a blind flange. The 1 hour Completion Time is
consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.5.1.1.

With the secondary containrent bypass leakage rate.
hydrostatic leakage rate' or MSIV leakage rate not within
limits, the assumptions of the safety analysis may not be
met. Therefore, the leakage rate must be restored to within
limit within 4 hours. Restoration can be accomplished by
Isolating the penetration that caused the limit to be
exceeded by use of a closed manual valve, a closed and
de-activated automatic valve, or blind flange. When a
penetration is isolated, the leakage rate for the isolation
penetration is assumed to be the actual pathway leakage rate
through the isolation device. If two isolation devices are
used to isolate the penetration, the leakage rate is assumed
to be the lesser actual pathway leakage rate of the two

I

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 (continued)

'devices. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable
considering the time required to restore the leakage rate by
isolating the penetration and the relative importance to the
overall containment function.

D.I. D.2. and 0.3

In the event one or more primary containment purge valves
are not within the purge valve leakage limits, purge valve
leakage must be restored to within limits or the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated. The. method of
isolation.must be by the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed manual valve, a closed and de-activated automatic
valve, and a blind flange. If a purge valve with resilient
seals is utilized to satisfy Required Action D.1, it must
have been demonstrated to meet the leakage requirements of.
SR 3.6.1.3.6. The-specified Completion Time is reasonable.
considering that one primary containment purge valve remains
closed (refer to the requirement of SR 3.6.1.3.1: if this
requirement is not met. entry into Conditions A and B. as
appropriate, would also be required), so that a gross breach
of primary containment does not exist.

For affected penetrations that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action D.I. the affected
penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure that primary
containment penetrations required to be isolated following
an accident. and no longer capable of being autdmatically
isolated, will be isolated should an event occur. This
Required Action does not require any testing or isolation
-device manipulation, Rather, it involves verification that
those isolation devices outside primary containment and
capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position.
The Completion Time for this verification of "once per 31
days for isolation devices outside primary containment." is
appropriate because the isolation devices are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. For isolation devices inside primary
containment the specified time period of "prior to entering

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS D.I. D.2. and D.3 (continued)

Z X"' , MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4. if not performed within the
previous 92 days.0 it based on engineering judgment and is

ckaitesi e..aare bdd, considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the
SealaW/,,r o1eraw;'j secure isolation devices and the existence of other administrative

controls ensuring that isolation device misalignment is an
i •fl -t •, , /dbo4//owi e9A e unlikely possibi1ity.

a~e&',iCe' 9 27 •e1'd Required Action D.2 is modified applies to

clo$ed /ky o/e ofadp j , tt;~e~ isolation devices located in high radiation areas and a lows
r eern',,4//16;!4 rerif;ea-o,,# them to be verified by use of administrative controls. -

b9 ae,0,ii;fra,-6-;ve jdeofl!ý 3 llowing verification by administrative controls is
r c onsldered acceptable, since access to these areasistpically restricted. Therefore. the probability of

;inc1± t-te Aunctio,' o'P misa ignment. once they/have been verified to be in proper

o~5sa4~ r position. is low.

Secur,'A cPn•,oo0Mef7 is For each primary containment purge valve with resilient
•i-0o e lsre 4Ue A-se seals that is isolated in accordance with Required Action

Je D.I. SR 3.6.1.3.6 must be performed at least once every 92
Leviec fa d ', ar 'e days. This provides assurance that degradation of the

i/ iptiTr resilient seal is detected and confirms that the leakage
rate of. the primary containment purge valve does not
Increase during the time the penetration is isolated. The
normal Frequency for SR 3.6.1.3.6 is 184 days. Since more
reliance is placed on a single valve while in this
Condition. it is prudent to perform the SR more often.
Therefore, a Frequency of once per 92 days was chosen and
has been shown acceptable based on operating experience.

E. Iand E.2
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
be met in MODE 1. 2. or 3. the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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PCIVs
8 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

F.I. G,1. and G.2

If any Required Action and associatqed Compl.etion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be placed in a condition in which the
LCO does not apply. If applicable, movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary containment must
be immediately suspended. Suspension of these activities
shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to.
A safe condition. Also, if applicable, action must be
immediately initiated to suspend operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel (QPDRVs) to minimize the
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential
for fission product release. Actions must continue until
OPDRVs are suspended. If suspending the OPDRVs would result
in closing the residual heat removal (RHR) shutdown cooling
isolation valves, an alternative Required Action is provided
to immediately initiate action to restore the valves to
OPERABLE status. This allows RHR to remain in service while
actions are being taken to restore the valves.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.1.3.1

Each inboard 42 inch (1M14-F045 and 1M14-F085) primary
containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve is
required to be verified sealed closed at 31 day intervals
because the primary containment purge valves are not fully
qualified to close under accident conditions. This SR is
esigned to ensure that a gross breach of primary

containment is not caused by an inadvertent opening of a
primary containment purge valve.. Detailed analysis of these
purge supply and exhaust isolation valves failed to
conclusively demonstrate their ability to close during a
LOCA in time to limit offsite doses. Primary
containment purge valves that are sealed closed must have
motive power to the valve operator removed. This can be
accomplished by de-energizing the source of electric power,
removing the air supply.to the valve operator, or providing
admi'nistrative control of the valve control switches. In
this application, the term "sealed" has no connotation of
leak tightness. .The 31 day Frequency is based on primary
containment purge valve use during unit operations.

I

This SR allows a valve that is open under administrative
controls to not meet the SR during the time the valveis
open. Opening a purge valve under administrative controls

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE S 6.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

The SR is modified by a Note (Note 2) stating that the SR is
not required to be met when the purge valves are open for
the stated reasons. The Note states that these valves may
be opened for pressure control. ALARA or air quality
considerations for personnel entry. or for Surveillances or
special testing on the purge system (e.g.. testing of the
containment and drywell ventilation radiation monitors) that
require the valves to be open. These primary containment
purge valves are capable of closing in the environment
following a LOCA. Therefore. these valves are allowed to be
open for limited periods of time. The 31 day Frequency is
consistent with other PCIV requirements.

SR 3.6.1.3,3

This SR verifies that each primary containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange that is located outside

-rimary con ainment, dryel, and steam tunneland is
anJd 'not' ked ' /-requ r to be c osed durl ng acc dent conditions, is closed.

or 0 -Me-'rcis"e aed The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of.
radioactive fluids or gases outside of the primary
contairment boundary is within design limits. This SR does
not require any testing or isolation device manipulation.
Rather, It involves verification that those devices outside
primary containment. drywell. and steam tunnel, and capable
of being mispositloned. are in the correct position. Since
verification of isolation device position for devices
outside primary containment. drywell. and steam tunnel is
relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency was chosen to provide
added assurance that the devices are in the correct

Th .,<X" eoes not, positions.

Y-aq,•le5 €/Ar",c J/,cked, Three Notes are added to this SR. Note 1 provides an
"4/dl or exception to meeting this SR In MODES other than MODES 1. 2.

and 3. When not operating in MODES 1. 2. or 3. the primary
in, AC c/:.p5;i-, containment boundary, including verification that required
3 ncc f.e were & erjAeCd penetration flow paths are isolated, is addressed by LCO

3.6.1.10. *Primary Containment-Shutdown" (SR 3.6.1.10.1).
-'i, A i Me COrre• t The second Note applies to valves and blind flanges located
,po-;o.. vn ••V in high radiation areas and allows them to be verified by

use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
or r administrative means is considered acceptable. since access

to these areas Is typically restricted during MODES 1. 2.
and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these isolation devices, once they have been

(contlnued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

verified to be in the proper position, is low. A third Note
is included to clarify that PCIVs open under administrative
controls are not required to meet the SR during the time the
PCIVs are open.

SR •"6i.3.4

This SR verifies that each primary containment isolation
!v~d w / I ,..J| manual valve and blind flange located inside primary

containment dr tunnel.,nd required to be
or o~crwic recared c ose uring accident conditions, is closed. The SR helps

to ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids
or gases outside the primary containment boundary is within
design limits. For devices inside primary containment,
drywell, or steam tunnel, the Frequency of "prior to
entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4. if not performed within
the previous 92 days." is appropriate since .these devices
are operated under administrative controls and ther 'F "d S• d e3 # ",.,tl o probability of their misalignment is low . .

," i Four Notes are added to this SR. Note 1 provides an
eo/ledtor o? rwst . exception to meeting this SR in MODES other than MODES 1,. 2.

..rTccr ed ;n Ae closed and 3. When not operating in MODES 1. 2. or 3, the primary
p,,,ti',,n • -containment boundary. Including verification that required

penetration flow paths are isolated. is addressed by LCO
Were verK,÷a f #he m .3.6.1.10. "Primary Containment- Shutdown" (SR 3.6.1.10.1).
-f•e 6crfeC-i or;on The second Note allows valves and blind flanges located in

, high radiation areas to be verified by use of administrative
, " l 9, f/jeal "I means. Allowing verification by administrative means Is

or fec'j'nj.' considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
o - typically restricted during MODES 1. 2. and 3 for ALARA

reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of
these isolation devices, once they have been verified to be
in their proper position, is low. A third Note is included
to clarify that PCIVs that are open under administrative
controls are not required to meet the SR during the time
that the PCIVs are open.

A fourth Note addresses removal of the Inclined Fuel
Transfer System (IFTS) blind flange in MODES 1. 2.. and 3 for
up to 60 days per cycle. The 60 days per operating cycle is

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

a risk-informed duration that provides the option of
performing testing and maintenance of the IMFS during MODES

2 or 3 prior to an outage. However, it is not meant for
the movement of fuel. Removal of the IFTS blind flange
during MODES 1. 2 or 3 requires the upper pool IFTS gate. to
be installed and requires the Fuel Handling Building Fuel
Transfer Pool water level to be ? 40' above the bottom of
the pool which ensures sufficient submergence of water over
the bottom gate valve in the transfer tube to prevent direct
communication between the Containment Building atmosphere
and the Fuel Handling Building atmosphere, even upon
occurrence of the peak post-accident pressure, P,. Forty
feet (40') above the bottom of the pool is equivalent to 22'
8./" above the top of the flange for the IFTS bottom gate
valve, which is approximately 3' 10" more water than needed
to counteract the peak accident pressure of 7.8 psig. Also,
since the IFTS drain piping does not have the same water
seal as the transfer tube, administrative controls are
required to ensure that the drain flow path can be quickly
isolated whenever necessary.

These controls consist of designating an individual,
whenever the 1F42-F003 valve is to be opened with the blind
flange removed in MODE 1, 2. or 3, to be responsible for
verifying closure of the valve if an accident occurs. This
designated individual, will remain in continuous
communication with the control room, and be located at the
620' elevation in the Fuel Handling Area of the Intermediate
Building. This person will be in addition to the minimum
shift crew composition required to be at the plant site.
Once the designated person is notified by the control room
of the occurrence of an accident, his on1y assigned function
will be to close this valve. The designated individual will
verify the valve is closed from the controls at the IFTS
panel if they are available.. If this is not successful, the
valve will be closed manually at the valve location. The
designated person will be equipped with portable lighting
(e.g.. a flashlight) to supplement emergency lighting.

(continued)
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PCIVs
B3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.3.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

The upper Containment pool gate (both inner and outer gates)
between the IFTS pool and the dryer storage pool is required
to be installed prior to IFTS blind flange removal during
MODES 1. 2 or 3. With this gate installed, should a failure
of an IFTS tube component occur the amount of water drained
to the lower pools will be limited. Therefore. installing
the upper pool IFTS gate provides single failure protection
of upper pool water inventory for supporting the SPMU
system. If the IFTS gate was not installed, the potential
would exist to drain the upper pool volume, reducing the
inventory available to the SPHIU system to support make up to
the-suppression pool. which supp6rts the ECCS design
function during a LOCA. Reduced suppression pool volume and
increased suppression pool temperature could result in a
subsequent loss of suction pressure for the ECCS.

Also, to account for the upper containment pool water loss
that would result from all leakage sources, including
leakage through the upper Containment pool gate and leakage
through the Fuel Pool Cooling and Clean-up (FPCC) siphon
breaker supply lines; when the IFTS blind flange is removed
in MODES 1.2 or 3, the upper containment pool level shall be
maintained at 2:22 ft - 9 inches; and to account for
possible leakage, the suppression pool is to be raised to
Ž17 ft - 11.7 inches. These levels were determined via
engineering calculation. Also. as a leakage prevention
measure, the fuel 'transfer and storage pool supply isolation
valve (G41-F0524) shall be closed to isolate the normal flow
of FPCC supply water to the IFTS pool area.

Additional regulatory commitments to the NRC are required
when the IFTS blind flange is removed in MODES 1. 2 or 3.
These prerequisite administrative controls are controlled by

.plant procedures and are 1) the lower fuel-transfer pool
gates must be removed, and 2) Fuel Handling Building closure
shall be in effect. Removal of the lower fuel transfer pool
gates ensures control room monitoring.exists for spent fuel
pool level, which would assist in detecting a change in the
fuel transfer pool water level in the event of an IFTS
component failure. Establishing administrative controls for
Fuel Handling Building closure when the IFTS blind flange is
removed ensures that the Fuel Handling Area exhaust
ventilation subsystem is in operation.

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENT

SR 3.6.1.3.4 (continued)

Also. the drain piping motor-operated isolation valve is
tested in accordance with the Primary Containment Leak Rate
Test Program. The leakage rate on this valve will be
controlled by the strict limits on potential secondary
containment bypass leakage (SR 3.6.1.3.9). Thus. the
combination of water sea1 in the Fuel Handling Building.
pressure integrity of the IFTS transfer tube, and various
administrative controls, creates acceptable barriers against
post-accident leakage to the environment.

SR 3.6.1.3.5

Verifying the Isolation time of each power operated and each
automatic PCIV is within limits is required to demonstrate
OPERABILITY. MSIVs may be excluded from this SR since MSIV

(continued)
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SCIVs

B 3.6.4.2

BASES

ACTIONS The third Note eftsare'6p ropriate remedial actions are
(continued) taken, if necessary" if the affected system(s). are rendered

inoperable by an inoperable SCIV.

The term "penetration" refers to piping/ductwork lines that
pass through the secondary containment'boundary; these lines
are isolable by SCIVs. This use of the term Is separate and
distinct from the Civil/Structural term "penetration" used
to describe the larger opening that multiple lines may pass
through and which is sealed by welded steel plate or
environmentally qualified material everywhere except where
the lines pass through. When an SCIV becomes inoperable
within a line, and the Required-Action directs the operator
to "isolate the affected penetration flowpath", the intent
is to isolate only the line with the inoperable SCIV. It -is
hot the intent to close off the other lines that are
unaffected by the inoperable SCIV.

In the event that there.are one or more penetration flow
paths with one valve inoperable, the affected penetration
flow path(s) must be isolated. The method of isolation must
include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.
Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed
manual valve or a blind flange. For penetrations isolated
in accordance with Required Action A.1. the device used to
isolate the penetration should be the closest available
device to secondary containment. This Required Action must
be completed within the 8 hour Completion Time. The
specified time period is reasonable considering the time
required to isolate the penetration and the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this short time. For affected
enetrations that have been isolated in accordance with

Required Action A.I. the affected penetration must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is
necessary to ensure that secondary containment penetrations
required to be isolated following an accident, will be
isolated should an eventoccur. This Required Action does
not require any testing or isolation device manipulation.
Rather, it involves verification that these isolation
devices capable of being mispositloned are in the correct
position. The Completion Time for this verification of
"once per 31 days" is appropriate because the isolation
devices are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment Is low.

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A,2 (continued) . (4.api
Required Action A.2 is modified by Not applies to

Aloe e Z pe3 *0 +;,iarion isolation devices located in high radiation areas and allows
c/ev;Ye5 1-o•'-rve fi•ed them to be verified by use of admi ni strati ve control s.

Allowing verification by administrative controls is
oe/,?1 .Yr' -r,isc considered acceptable. since access to these areas is

s e(.u•'e ;, .po''r;o I tpa xrstricted.-PTherefore., the probability of
aI//O.. .,se ,eiic -je isalgnment, once hey have been verified to be in the
Ver'ifiec/c/o•Y by Qs~oe 0 proper position, is .low.

ddl risf"4tve M in ~rn. B.1
/ L'er;i¥a?,;o;1 6 y With two SCIVs in one or more penetration flow paths

djm;jLv WrF?'ws. ;3 Inoperable, the affected penetration flow path must be
isolated within 4 hours. The method of isolation must

Cafk/id,'aejr7h/el- P'n1c include the use of at least one isolation barrier that
, ,h/ cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.

9' )•9, Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed
or .f'carikn cpffl aeff 15 '-0 manual valve, and a blind flange. The 4 hourCompletion

e-se /E.t,/Ce5 Time is reasonable, considering the time required to isolate" 1-the penetration and the low probability of a DBA occurring
re o n orduring this short time.

,The Condition has been modified by a Note stating that

Condition B is only applicable to penetration flow paths
with two isolation valves. This clarifies that only
Condition A is entered if one SCIV is inoperable in each of
two penetrations.

C.1 and C..

If any Required Action and associated Completion-Time of
Condition A or B cannot be met in MODE 1. 2. or 3. the plant
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.

...IQ achieve this status, the plant must be-brought to at
leaft MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

D.1 and D.2

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or B cannot be met during movement of recently
irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary containment.

(Conti n ued.)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

0 BASES'

ACTIONS 0.1 and 0.2 (continued)

or duringOPDRVs. the plant must be placed in a condition in
which the LCO does not apply. If applicable, movement of
recently irradiated fuel assemblies in the primary
containment must be immediately suspended. Suspension of
these activities shall not preclude completion of movement
of a component to a safe position. Also, if applicable.
action must be immediately initiated to suspend OPDRVs.in
order to minimize the probability of a vessel draindown and
the subsequent potential for fission product release.
Actions must continue until OPORVs are suspended.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that each secondary containment Isolation
manual valve and blind flange that ls~required to be closed

L.ar rLterz•iý.d durin gciden conditions is closed. The SR helps to
Secaensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or

gases outside of the secondary containment boundary is
within design limits. This SR does not require any testing
or isolation device manipulation, Rather, it involves
verification that those isolation devices in secondary.

5• ~ oC• • /y containment that are capable of being mispositioned are in
the correct position.

vOlkzeS 7Aar1 e 0 Since these isolation devices are readily accessible to
,fe lor Ome~i.C gpersonnel durlng normal unit operation and verification of

Seco'egl/,A 4 cC sed' their position is relatively easy. the 31 day Frequency was

,petio finer.- - , c chosen to provide added assurance that the isolation devices
were vev;iie~o( 'to b_ ~are in the correct positions.j

.-ie corre}v/ovii~on Two Notes have been added to this SR. The first Note
uon loc kvseq/l4 • applies to valves and blind flanges located in high
o4uýq/ radiation areas and allows them to be verified by use of

administrative controls. Allowing verification by
administrative controls is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically restricted during
MODES 1, 2, and 3 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the
probability-of misalignment of these isolation devices once
they have been verified to be in the proper position. is.
low. A second Note has been included to clarify that

(continued)
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR a.6.4.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

that SCIVs that are open under administrative controls are
not required to meet the SR during the time the SCIVs are
open.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 15..6.5,

.2. USAR, Section 6.2.3.

3. USAR, Section 15.7.6.
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Drywell Isolation Valves

B 3.6.5.3

BASES

ACTIONS taken. if necessary, if the affected system(s) are rendered
(continued) inoperable by an inoperable drywell isolation valve.

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, these ACTIONS are not required even
when the associated LCO is not met. Therefore, Note 3 is
added to require the proper actions to be taken. The term"penetration" refers to piping/ductwork lines that pass.
through the drywell boundary: these lines are isolable by
automatic isolation valves. This use of the term is
separate and distinct from the CIvil/Structural term
"penetration" used to describe the larger opening that
multiple lines may pass through and which is sealed by
welded steel plate or environmentally qualified material
everywhere except where the lines pass through. When a
drywell isolation valve becomes inoperable within a line,
and the Required Action directs the operator to "isolate the
affected penetration flowpath". the intent is to isolate
only the line with the inoperable drywell isolation valve.
It is not the. intent to close off other lines that are
unaffected by the inoperable valve.

A.1 and A.2

With one or more penetration flow paths with one drywell
isolation valve inoperable, the affected penetration flow
path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be
adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed manual valve
a closed and de-activated automatic valve, a check valve
with flow through the valve secured, and a blind flange.
.The 8 hour C.Oml.etion Time, is acceptable, due to the 1ow
probability of the inoperable valve resulting in excessive
drywell leakage and the low probability of the limiting
event for drywell leakage occurring during this short time
frame. In addition, the Completion Time is reasonable,
considering the time required .to isolate the penetration and
the relative importance of supporting drywell OPERABILITY
during MODES 1. 2, and 3.

For affected penetration flow paths that have been isolated
in accordance with Required Action A.1, the affected
penetration flow paths must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis. his is necessary to ensure that drywell
penetrations that are required to be isolated following an
accident, and are no longer capable of being automatically

(conti nued)
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Drywell Isolation Valves
B 3.6.5.3

BAS ES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

isolated, will be isolated should an event occur. This
Required Action does not require any testing or isolation
device manipulation. Rather. it involves verification that
those devices outside drywell and capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. Since these
isolation devices are inside primary containment, the
specified time period of Oprior to entering MODE 2 or 3 from
MODE 4. if not performed within the previous 92 days." is
based on engineering judgment and is considered reasonable
in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and
the existence of other administrative controls, ensuring
that isolation device misalignment is an unlikely
possibility. Also. this Completion Time is consistent with /Ie& )f
the Completion Time specified for PCIVs in LCO 3.6.1.31.,,
Vi y Cntainment solation Valves, PCIVs)." * d r L"- - Acti on A. 2 i s mod f Ie by • Not• I]]a -l e td i o a i n ,c

ocated in Alg N0,ote rappli-es to isolation-device locateda-ho tion areas and allows them to
/Vo06 Z b ÷oIatioun be verified by use of administrative controls. Allowing
,evic•s 4hat ,f IOakS, eSed,,r-" verification by administrative controls is considered
otherwise 4ec-orcd i aoifif# acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
"Ad alls 4hese deuicee fe be restricted.f Therefore, the probability of misalignment.
vI##cid S lor," Mons. fin once tney have been verified to be in the proper position.

eAdddn A4 Co0uiiered aptaez , f..L
itykez J -thervA'in c o ny,-4 With one or more penetration flow paths with two drywell

r c e1 isolation valves inoperable, the affected penetration flow
ý;s -to fana +Aai'-?hee ' perice ath must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
are jsto- Jn"aOd¢eteflenty aepo)16Dn4 he use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be

adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed manual valve.
a closed and de-activated automatic valve, a check valve
with flow through the valve secured, and a blind flange.
The 4 hour Completion Time is acceptable due to the low
probability of the inoperable valves resulting in excessive
drywell leakage and the low probability of the limiting
event for drywell leakage occurring during this short time
frame. The Completion Time is reasonable, considering the
time required to isolate the penetration. and the
probability of a DBA. which requires the drywell isblation
valves to close, occurring during this short time is very
low.

(continued)
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Drywell Isolation Valves

B 3.6.5.3

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time cannot
be met, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and to MODE 4
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience., to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Each 24 (1M14-F055 A (B) and 1M14-F060 A (B)) and 36 inch
(IM14-F065 and IM14-F070) drywell purge supply and exhaust
isolation valve is required to be verified sealed closed at
31 day intervals because the drywell purge supply and
exhaust isolation valves are not qualified to fully close
under accident conditions. This SR is designed to ensure
that a gross breach of drywell is not caused by an
inadvertent drywell purge supply or exhaust isolation valve
opening. Detailed analysis of these 24 and 36 inch drywell
purge supply and exhaust isolation valves failed to
conclusively. demonstrate their ability to close during a
LOCA in time to support drywell OPERABILITY. Therefore.
these valves are required to be in the sealed closed
dposition during MODES 1. 2. and 3. These 24 and 36 inch
drywell purge supply and exhaust isolation valves that are
sealed closed must have motive power to the valve operator
removed. This can be accomplished by de-energizing the
source of electric power. removing the air supply to the
valve operator, or providing administrative control of the
valve control switches. In this application. the term"sealed" has no connotation of lea tightness. The .31 day
Frequency is based on drywell purge supply and exhaust valve
use during unit operations.

Deleted 11'- /a~~4 C orI

o1-1Je,'juije se'clfedaflci5

SR3.36.5,3.2

This SR verifies that each rywell isolation manual valve"
and blind flange that i required to be closed during
accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that
drywell bypass leakage is maintained to a minimum. Due to(continued)
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Drywell Isolation Valves
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 5R 3;6.5.3.3 (continued)REQUIREMENTS the location of these isolation devices, the Frequency
specified as "prior to entering MODE 2 or 3 from MODE 4. if
not performed in the previous 92 days," is appropriate
because of the inaccessibility of the devices and because
these devices are operated under administrative controls andr/-'7%' '•¢to' the probability of their misalignment is Iow.•

0#/Y 7' Yl/k; 7 t Two Notes are added to this SR. The first Note allows
valves and blind flanges located In high radiation areas to

/j$/e be verified byuse of administrative controls. Allowingverification by administrative controls is considered
0#rrw1i€e fe.% lednld acceptable since access to these areas is typically

restricted during MODES 1. 2. and 3. Therefore. the
-h~e /probability of misalignment of these isolation devices, once
Pdv-e 74~efe 4V&er they have been verified to be in their proper position. is

low. A second Note is included to clarify that the drywell
,Verilifel-fo/e in A isolation valves that are open under administrative controls

corrct 0f~tin 'Vare not required to meet the SR during the time that thedrywell Isolation valves are open.

prr'caliny~, SR- 3.6.5.3.4

Verifying that the isolation time of each power operated and
each automatic drywell isolation valve Is Within limits is
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time
test ensures the drywell isolation valve will isolate in a
time period less than or equal to that assumed in the safety
analysis. The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are
in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.6.5.3.5
Verifying that each automatic drywell isolation valve closes
on a drywell isolation signal is required to prevent bypass
leakage from the drywell following a DBA. This SR ensures
each automatic drywell isolation valve will actuate to its
isolation poslti•n on a drywell isolation signal. The. LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNTOINAL TEST in SR 3.3.6.1.5 overlaps this SR to
rovide complete testing of the safety function. The
4 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power, since
isolation of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow(continued)
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Orywell Isolation Valves
B 3.6.5.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.3.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENT

and disrupt the normal operation of many.critical
components. The 24 month Frequency is based on operating
experience, and is consistent with a typical industry
refueling cycle.

REFERENCES 1. USAR. Section 6.2.1.1.5.
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTES------
1. Isolation devices

in high radiation
areas may be
verified by use of
administrative
means.

2. Isolation devices
that are locked,
sealed, or
otherwise secured
may be verified by
use of
administrative
means.

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
is isolated.

Once per 31 days
for isolation
devices outside
primary
containment,
drywell, and
steam tunnel

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 2
or 3 from
MODE 4, if not
performed within
the previous
92 days, for
isolation
devices inside
primary
containment,
drywell, or
steam tunnel

(continued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more B.1 Isolate the affected 1 hour
penetration flow penetration flow path
paths with two PCIVs by use of at least
inoperable except due one closed and de-
to leakage not within activated automatic
limit. valve, closed manual

valve, or blind
flange.

C. One or more C.1 Restore leakage rate 4 hours
penetration flow paths to within limit.
with leakage rate
not within limit,
except for purge valve
leakage.

(continued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
-t I

D. One or more
penetration flow paths
with one or more
primary containment
purge valves not
within purge valve
leakage limits.

D.1

AND

D.2

Isolate the affected
enetration flow path
y use of at least

one closed and de-
activated automatic
valve, closed manual
valve, or blind
flange.

--------NOTES------
1. Isolation devices

in high radiation
areas may be
verified by use of
administrative
means.

2. Isolation devices
that are locked,
sealed, or
otherwise secured
may be verified by
use of
administrative
means.

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
is isolated.

24 hours

Once per 31 days
for isolation
devices outside
primary
containment

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 2
or 3 from MODE 4
if not performed
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside
primary
containment

(continued)AND

L ______________________________________ .1
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. (continued) D.3 Perform SR 3.6.1.3.6 Once per 92 days
for the resilient
seal purge valves
closed to comply with
Required Action D.1.

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, or D not met in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. E.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

F. Required Action and F.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
associated Completion recently irradiated
Time of Condition A, fuel assemblies in
B, C, or D not met primary containment.
for PCIV(s) required
to be OPERABLE during
movement of recently
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
primary containment.

(continued)
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*PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.3 -- -------------- NOTES--------------
1. Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2,

and 3.

2. Valves and blind flanges in high
radiation areas may be verified by use
of administrative means.

3. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under administrative
controls.

Verify each primary containment isolation 31 days
manual valve and blind flange that is
located outside primary containment,
drywell, and steam tunnel and not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured and is
required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed.

I

(continued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.4 ------ ----- ----- NOTES--------------
1. Only required to be met in MODES 1, 2,

and 3.

2. Valves and blind flanges in high
radiation areas may be verified by use
of administrative means.

3. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under administrative
controls.

4. Not required to be met for the
Inclined Fuel Transfer System (IFTS)
penetration when the associated
primary containment blind flange is
removed, provided that the Fuel
Handling Building Fuel Transfer Pool
water level is maintained Ž 40', the
upper containment pool water level is
Ž 22 ft 9 inches above the reactor
pressure vessel flange and the
suppression pool water level is
maintained at Ž 17 ft 11.7 inches, the
fuel transfer and storage pool supply
isolation valve is closed, the upper
pool IFTS gate is installed, and the
IFTS transfer tube drain valve remains
closed. The IFTS transfer tube drain
valve maybe opened under
administrative controls. Removal of
the IFTS blind flange shall not exceed
60 days per cycle while in MODES 1, 2,
or 3.

Verify each primary containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange that is
located inside primary containment,
drywell, or steam tunnel and not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured and is
required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed.

Prior to
entering
MODE 2 or 3
from MODE 4,
if not
performed
within the
previous
92 days

(continued)
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 -------- NOTES------
1. Isolation devices

in high radiation
areas may be
verified by use of
administrative
means.

2. Isolation devices
that are locked,
sealed, or
otherwise secured
may be verified by
use of
administrative
means.

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path
is isolated.

----- ---- NOTE--------
Only applicable to B.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours
penetration flow paths penetration flow path
with two isolation valves by use of at least

one closed manual
valve or blind

B. One or more flange,
penetration flow paths
with two SCIVs
inoperable.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
or B not met in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

(continued)
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
associated Completion recently irradiated
Time of Condition A fuel assemblies in
or B not met during the primary
movement of recently containment.
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the AND
primary containment,
or during OPDRVs. D.2 Initiate action to. Immediately

suspend OPDRVs.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.2.1 ----------------- NOTES--------------
1. Valves and blind flanges in high

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for SCIVs
that are open under administrative
controls.

Verify each secondary containment 31 days
isolation manual valve and blind flange
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured and is required to be closed
during accident conditions is closed.
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Drywell Isolation Valves
3.6.5.3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTES------
1. Isolation devices

in high radiation
areas may be
verified by use of
administrative
means.

2. Isolation devices
that are locked,
sealed, or
otherwise secured
may be verified by
use of
administrative
means.

Verify the affected Prior to
penetration flow path entering MODE 2
is isolated, or 3 from

MODE 4, if not
performed within
the previous
92 days

B. One or more B.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours
penetration flow paths penetration flow path
with two drywell by use of at least
isolation valves one closed and de-
inoperable, activated automatic

valve, closed manual
valve, blind flange,
or check valve with
flow through the
valve secured.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
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Drywell Isolation Valves
3.6.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.5.3.1 Verify each 24 inch and 36 inch drywell 31 days
purge supply and exhaust isolation valve
is sealed closed.

SR 3.6.5.3.2 Deleted.

SR 3.6.5.3.3 ----------------- NOTES--------------
1. Valves and blind flanges in high

radiation areas may be verified by
use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for drywell
isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls.

Verify each drywell isolation manual Prior to
valve and blind flange that is not entering MODE 2
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and or 3 from
is required to be closed during accident MODE 4, if not
conditions is closed, performed in

the previous
92 days

SR 3.6.5.3.4 Verify the isolation time of each power In accordance
operated and each automatic drywel with the
isolation valve is within limits. Inservice

Testing
Program

-SR 3.6.5.3.5 Verify each automatic drywell isolation 24 months
valve actuates to the isolation position
on an actual or simulated isolation
signal.
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